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crops.! Sexual! crossing! has! been! a!major! driver! of! grapevine! evolution! and,!more!
recently,! it!has!generated! thousands!of!varieties.! Somatic!variation!plays!a! crucial!
role! in! intravarietal! grapevine! diversity,! generating! novel! interesting! phenotypes.!
Somatic!mutations! that!accidentally!happened! in!buds!of! vegetatively!propagated!
varieties! were! frequently! noticed! and! the! resulting! bud! sports! were! selected! for!
their!distinguished!phenotype.!In!this!work,!we!aimed!to!explore!clonal!variability!to!
identify! DNA! mutations! and! transcriptional! changes! among! genomes! within! a!
grapevine! variety.!Vitis% vinifera! is! an! ideal!model! because! there! are!many! clones!
with! visible! phenotypic! differences! and! a! high! quality! reference! sequence! is!
available!(Jaillon!et!al!2007).!
Previous! studies! of! clonal! diversity! used! SSR! and!AFLP!markers! that! only! enabled!
the!identification!of!a!limited!number!of!clones.!Thus,!we!adopted!a!whole!genome!
scan! approach.! Illumina! next! generation! sequencing! technology! was! used! to!
resequence!four!‘Pinot’!clones!(‘Pinot!blanc’,!‘Pinot!gris’,!’Pinot!Meunier’!and!‘Pinot!
noir’)! and! two! ‘Sangiovese’! clones! (commercially! called! ‘R24’! and! ‘VCR23’).! Post[





SNPs! were! first! detected! in! the! pairwise! comparison! ‘Pinot! blanc’! and! ‘Pinot!
Meunier’! using! the! GATK! –! UnifiedGenotyper! tool! with! default! parameters,!
followed! by! a! quality! filtering! and! by! a! calibration! step.! In! the! filtering! step,! we!









SNPs,! 79! of!which!were! validated! as! true! positive! by! Sanger! resequencing! (29! in!
‘Pinot!blanc’!and!50! in! ‘Pinot!Meunier’)!with!a!FDR!of!0.33!and!0.24,! respectively.!
We!performed!the!pairwise!comparison!between!‘Sangiovese!R24’!and!‘Sangiovese!
VCR23’!with!the!same!parameters!used!for!‘Pinot’!clones,!ending!up!with!only!three!
putative! variant! positions.! Of! these,! two! SNPs!were! validated! as! true! positive! by!









‘Sangiovese’! clones,! the! PEM! algorithm! identified! seven! putative! deletions! in!





at! the! DNA! level.! We! obtained! RNA[seq! of! leaf! tissues! of! the! same! ‘Pinot’! and!
‘Sangiovese’! clones! analysed! by! DNA! sequencing.! Furthermore! for! ‘Sangiovese’!
clones,!we!sequenced!berry!transcriptomes!at!two!developmental!stages!–!before!





organs! and! stages! of! development! investigated.! Under! the! same! experimental!
conditions,! leaf! transcriptomes!were!much!more!variable! in!pairwise!comparisons!
between!‘Pinot’!clones!than!between!the!pair!of!‘Sangiovese’!clones.!Between!the!
clones!of! ‘Sangiovese’,! the!widest!differentiation! in! terms!of!global! transcriptome!
was! detected! in! berries! collected! two! weeks! after! fruit! set.! Genes! that! showed!
significant!differences! in!transcriptional! levels!between!clones!were! in!general!not!
correlated!with!the!position!of!the!DNA!mutations!identified!by!DNA!sequencing.!
Through! the! power! of! the! Next! Generation! Sequencing! technology! we! have!
produced!a!sufficient!depth!and!breadth!of!sequence!coverage!to!comprehensively!
discover! somatic!mutations! that! allowed! us! to! distinguish! four! ‘Pinot’! clones! and!
two!‘Sangiovese’!clones!analysed!in!this!study.!At!the!DNA!level,!somatic!mutations!
in!two!‘Sangiovese’!genomes!appeared!to!be!more!rare!than!those!observed!among!
‘Pinot’! clones,! which! corresponds! to! a! lower! level! of! phenotypic! differentiation!
between!the!two!‘Sangiovese’!clones!and!is!in!accord!with!a!presumed!more!recent!
origin!compared!to!the!‘Pinot’!clones.!This!analysis!provides!the!first!whole[genome!











for! differentiating! their! wines! on! the! market! without! changing! the! grape! variety!
name!on! the!wine! label.!This!variation!occurs! in! somatic!mutants,!most! commonly!
referred!to!as!clones!by!viticulturists.!Myles!et!al!(2011)!estimated!that!551!(58%)!of!




genotypes! can! be! perpetuated! true[to[type! only! by! vegetative! propagation,!which!
has!been!achieved!by!cutting!since!the!antiquity!or!by!grafting!in!the!post[phylloxera!
era! (Pelsy!2010).!The!shoot!apical!meristem!(SAM)! is!organised! into!two!histogenic!
cell! layers.! Cells! in! one! layer! proliferate! independently! from! those! in! the! adjacent!
layer.! Lateral! organs!maintain! the! same! cell! layered! structure.! The!outer! cell! layer!
contributes!to!outer!and!inner!epidermis!in!the!ovary!and!to!the!epidermis!in!the!leaf!
lamina.! The! inner! cell! layer! contributes! to! the! formation! of! carpel!walls,! gametes,!
and!embryo! sacs! in! the!ovary,!mesophyll! in! the! leaf,! and! the!entirety!of! tissues! in!
wood!and!adventitious!roots.!





that! are! regenerated! through! bud! organogenesis! are! themselves! made! up! of!
chimerical! tissues!and!organs.!Only!somatic!mutations!that!occur! in! the! inner! layer!
are! heritable,! since! only! this! cell! layer! contributes! to! the! formation! of! gametes.!
Somatic! mutations! that! occur! in! the! outer! layer! can! only! be! fixed! by! vegetative!
propagation! and! deployed! on! a! commercial! scale! by! bud! organogenesis.! Less!








wide! scale.! It! is! assumed! that! the! older! the! original! seedling! and! the! wider! the!
acreage!of!planting,! the!higher! the! chance! that!present[day!vines!are! the! result!of!




support! to! the! long! history! of! cultivation! of! these! varieties.! The! accumulation! of!
somatic!mutations!has!occurred!to!such!an!extent!that!some!bud!sports!have!been!
mistakenly! considered! as! distinct! varieties! (e.g.! Chasselas! doré,! Chasselas!musqué,!
Chasselas! sans! pepins,! ‘Pinot! blanc’,! ‘Pinot! Meunier’,! ‘Gewürztraminer’,! ‘Traminer!
rot’).! In! a! vast! survey! of! clonal! diversity! among! seven! famous! varieties,! ‘Traminer’!
was!the!monozygotic!group!with!the!highest!diversity!in!microsatellite!alleles!(Pelsy!
et! al! 2010).! Among! 59! clones! of! ‘Cabernet! Sauvignon’! sampled! in! seven! countries!
(France,!Chile,!Spain,!Australia,!Hungary,!USA!and!Italy)!by!Moncada!et!al!(2006),!22!
different! genotypes! have! emerged! from! the! analysis! of! 84!microsatellites!within! a!
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overall! genetic! identity! of! 97%,! which! is! compatible! with! the! hypothesis! of! all! of!
them!being!descended!from!a!single!seedling!and!the!recorded!diversity!being!due!to!
somatic! mutations.! Only! two! clones! in! France! and! Australia! carried! the! ancestral!
genotypes!inferred!from!the!parental!varieties!of!the!‘Cabernet!Sauvignon’!seedling!
(‘Cabernet! Franc’! and! ‘! Sauvignon’)! and! one! clone! from! France! had! the! highest!
number!of!variant!loci!(five).!
The! variety! ‘Sangiovese’! has! been! grown! in! Central! Italy! and! Corsica! for! several!





Italian!vineyards! [Fifth!General!Census!of!Agricolture!2000]!and! in!central! Italy! it! is!
used! for! the! production! of! famous! red! wines,! such! as! ‘Chianti’,! ‘Chianti! Classico’,!
‘Brunello! di! Montalcino’,! ‘Morellino! di! Scansano’,! ‘Carmignano’,! ‘Rosso! Piceno!
Superiore’,! ‘Sangiovese! di! Romagna’.! Although! the! origin! of! ‘Sangiovese’! has! been!
thoroughly! investigated,! the! parentage! remains! partially! unclear! and! debated.!
Microsatellite! DNA! of! ‘Sangiovese’! and! many! National! varieties! suggested! two!
hypothesis! about! the! pedigree! of! ‘Sangiovese’.! According! to! one! hypothesis!
‘Ciliegiolo’! and! ‘Calabrese! di! Montenuovo’! are! the! parents! of! ‘Sangiovese’!
(Vouillamoz!et!al!2007).!‘Ciliegiolo’!is!a!red!variety!used!in!central!Italy!and!frequently!
mistaken! for! ‘Sangiovese’! due! to! their! highly! similar! ampelometric! features,! while!




unknown.!A! recent! study!of!Bergamini!et!al! (2012)! claimed! that!an!ancient! variety!
from!Southern!Italy!named!‘Negrodolce’!could!be!one!of!the!parents!of!‘Sangiovese’.!
There!are!over!90!approved!clones!of! ‘Sangiovese’! in! Italy,! for!most!of!which!DNA!
analyses! have! confirmed! their! monozygotic! origin! (Filippetti! et! al! 2005),! including!
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those! used! in! the! present! thesis! (R24! and! VCR23).! A! phyllometric! analysis! of! 12!
certified!clones!allowed!Silvestroni!and!Intrieri!(1995)!to!differentiate!some!biotypes,!
but! molecular! analysis! with! AFLP! markers! failed! to! provide! strong! molecular!
evidence!for!distinguishing!biotypes!(Filippetti!et!al!2005).!The!wide!diffusion!and!the!
high! intravarietal! variation! of! ‘Sangiovese’! has! attracted! a! lot! of! interest! in! clonal!
selection! of! particular! variants! with! distinctive! ampelographic! and! enological!
characteristics.! Once! interesting! biotypes! are! selected! and! homologated,!
constitutors! and! nurseries! have! economic! interests! in! their! protection! of! plant!




Historically,! once! a! grapevine! seedling! with! superior! quality! become! noticed,! its!
vegetative!propagation!secured!the!maintenance!of!genetic!consistency!and!varietal!
identity! over! time.! A! novel! grape! variety! may! only! originate! from! sexual!
reproduction,!while! somatic!mutations! that!occur! in!meristematic! cells! give! rise! to!
phenotypic! variants! within! a! variety,! thereby! fixed! and! perpetuated! by! vegetative!
multiplication.! The! common! sense! of! viticulturists! in! distinguishing! varieties! from!
clones! was! challenged! in! the! past! by! borderline! cases.! Somatic! variants! may!
phenotypically! diverge! from! the! mother! plant! such! extremely! that! the! vegetative!
material! propagated! thereafter! was! mistakenly! considered! a! distinct! variety,! as!
opposed! to! the! vegetative! material! that! conserved! the! characters! of! the! original!
stock.! This! occurred! to!many! bud! sports! of! the! glabrous[leafed,! black!waxed[! and!
compact[berried! ‘Pinot!noir’! that!were!elevated! to! the! rank!of! variety,! such!as! the!
yellowish[berried! ‘Pinot!blanc’,! the! red[grayish!berried! ‘Pinot! gris’,! the!hairy[leafed!




In! many! cases! mutations! produce! less! pronounced! phenotypic! effects! and! the!
resulting!variation!still!stays!in!the!range!of!the!original!variety,!but!the!phenotype!is!
sufficiently! different! for! the! new! clonal! material! to! be! uniquely! distinguished! and!
traded! with! a! distinct! clone! name.! Most! mutations! do! not! lead! to! phenotypic!
variants,!and!this!represents!the!hidden!genetic!variation!within!varieties.!
The!estimation!of!the!lowest!genetic!distance!between!varieties!of!sexual!origin!and!
the! highest! distance! between! vegetatively! propagated[material! within! a! variety!
would!allow!to!define!a!measurable!boundary!between!the!width!of!clonal!variation!
and!the!concepts!of!distinctness,!uniformity!and!stability!(DUS)!to!establish!varietal!
identity.! In!a!very! large!grape!collection! (Lancou!et!al!2011),!every!single!accession!
corresponding!to!a!different!variety!diverged!from!the!others!by!at!least!four!alleles!
over! 20! microsatellite! loci,! even! in! the! event! of! varieties! deriving! from! self[




differentiation! as! did! pairs! of! varieties! that! are! selfed[parent/offspring! or! full[
siblings.!The!observed!molecular!differences!between!clones!included!changes!in!the!
heterozygous! versus! homozygous! status! –! probably! caused! by! mutations! in! the!




A! variety! derives! from! sexual! reproduction! and! all! plant! material! assigned! to! a!
varietal!name!is!derived!from!a!initial!single!monozygotic!seedling.!All!clones!within!
the!variety!have! the! same!monozygotic!origin.! Sometimes,!a! single!mutation!has!a!
dramatic!phenotypic!impact!(Figure(1).!Although!the!derived!material!is!by!definition!
a! clone,! the!new!material! has!been! sometimes! considered! as! a! essentially! derived!
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variety! (EDV),! as! it! occurred! to! the! ‘Pinot’! variants.! All! registered! clones! of! ‘Pinot!
blanc’! investigated!by!Vezzulli! et! al! (2012)! are! bud! sports! and!originated! from! the!
same! deletion! in! the! DNA! of! ‘Pinot! noir’.! Clones! of! ‘Pinot! gris’! are! chimeras! that!
originated! from!an! independent!deletion! in! the! inner! cell! layer!of! the!meristem! in!
‘Pinot! noir’.!White[skinned! clones! of! ‘Pinot’! also! arose! from! two! successive! layer[
specific! mutations! in! the! DNA! of! ‘Pinot! noir’,! through! the! intermediate! state! of!
chimerical! ‘Pinot! gris’! (Furiya!et! al! 2009).!By! contrast,! the!white[skinned! ‘Cabernet!














DNA! polymerase! slippage,! single! nucleotide! substitutions,! mobilisation! of!




DNA! variation! between! cell! populations! in! somatic! mosaics! and! among! clones,!
though! phenotypically! silent! in! all! cases! documented! so! far.! This! became! evident!
since! the!early!2000s! (Riaz!et!al!2002;!Franks!et!al!2002).!The! interrogation!of! less!
than!a!hundred!randomly!selected!loci!was!enough!to!disclose!DNA!variation!among!




A! single! nucleotide!mutation! that! occurred! in! the!outer! cell! layer! of! the!meristem!
and! caused! an! amino! acid! substitution! in! the!DELLA! domain! of! the! giberellic! acid[
signalling!protein!GAI1! is! the!DNA!variant!that!differentiates!the!hairy[leafed! ‘Pinot!
Meunier’! (Figure( 2)! from! the! original! genome! of! ‘Pinot! noir’.!When!mutated! cells!
were! isolated! from! the! chimeric! apex! of! ‘Pinot! Meunier’! and! used! for! somatic!








layer! is! responsible! of! the! tomentose! phenotype! of! ‘Pinot! Meunier’!
leaves.!Red!arrows! indicate!hairless! sectors!where! the! L2! cell! layer!has!
displaced!the!L1!cell!layer.!
II.4.3 Transposable/elements/
Mobilisation! of! transposable! elements! from! and! into! the! coding! or! the! promoter!
region!of!functional!genes!is!a!frequent!cause!of!phenotypic!changes!associated!with!
somatic!mutations.!!
Inactivation!of! the!MybA1!transcription! factor! in! the!white[colour!haplotype!of! the!
berry! skin! colour! locus! in! grapevine! was! caused! by! the! insertion! of! a! TE! that!
disrupted! the! MybA1! promoter! region.! Excision! of! the! LTR[retrotransposon!Gret1%
from! the! promoter! region! of! MybA1! partially! restores! the! expression! of! the!
downstream! gene,! triggering! anthocyanin! biosynthesis.! Intra[LTR! recombination! is!
the!most!frequent!mechanism!of!excision,!which!leaves!a!solo[LTR!as!a!footprint!of!










Insertions! of! TE! in! promoter! regions! not! only! cause! can! cause! inactivation! of! the!
downstream! gene! but! they! can! otherwise! promote! exaggerated! or! ectopic!
expression.!!
Transposon[mediated! cis[activation! of! a! gene! homologous! to! the! Arabidopsis!
TERMINAL!FLOWER!1!(TFL1)!–!involved!in!inflorescence!development!–!is!responsible!





In! a! similar!way! a!miniature! inverted[repeat! transposable! element! insertion! in! the!
promoter!region!of!the!PISTILLATA[like!(VvPI)!gene!causes!the!ectopic!expression!in!





A!structural!deletion!of!a!block!of!DNA!amounting! to!100[170!kb! is! responsible! for!
the!complete!elimination!of!the!MybA!gene!cluster!from!the!once!red!allele!of!‘Pinot!
noir’!that!is!today!found!in!its!derived!white[fruiting!bud!sport!‘Pinot!blanc’!(Yakushiji!
et! al! 2006,! Vezzulli! et! al! 2012).! A! even! larger! deletion! of! approximately! 4!million!
nucleotides! has! eliminated! one! quarter! of! chromosome! 2! and! approximately! 200!
genes!in!the!inner!cell!layer!of!‘Pinot!gris’!(Vezzulli!et!al!2012).!
II.4.5 Other/changes/
In! addition! to! these! well[documented! cases,! observations! in! somatic! variation! of!









DNA! analysis! targeted! to! the! region! of! interest.! This! is! the! case! of! berry! colour!
mutants!that!are!easily!differentiated!by!inspecting!DNA!sequence!at!the!MybA!gene!
cluster,!a!pair!of!closely! linked!transcription! factors! involved! in! the!control!of!color!
(Walker!et!al!2007).!!
Fruit[colored!bud!sports!that!reverted!from!white! fruiting!varieties!and!accumulate!
anthocyanins! in! berry! skin! are! the! most! common! case! of! somatic! mutation.!
Mutations! are! caused!by! independent!events!of!partial! excision!of! the!Class! I! LTR[
retrotransposon!Gret1% from!the!promoter!region!of!the!MybA1!transcription!factor!
by! intra[LTR! recombination,!which!partially! restores!expression!of! the! transcription!
factor,! thereby! leading! to! the! synthesis! of! the! key! enzyme! for! anthocyanin!
biosynthesis!(reviewed!in!Pelsy!2010).!
II.5.2 Untargeted/ approaches/ based/ on/ DNA/ marker/ screening/ on/ a/ whole/
genome/scale/
Traditionally,! untargeted! approaches! to! the! scanning! of! DNA! variation! from!
grapevine! clones! has! been!done! through! the! generation!of!AFLP,! other! PCR[based!
and! retrotransposon[based! markers.! AFLP! are! claimed! to! generate! polymorphic!
banding!patterns!that!distinguish!most!of!the!clones!within!a!variety!and!even!reveal!
association! with! the! geographical! origin! of! the! vegetatively! propagated! material!





Applied! Genomics! (IGA),! we! performed! a! test! in! which! differential! bands! were!
generated! from! the! DNA! from! different! clones,! but! these! differences! were!
inconsistent!among!independent!sampling!and!DNA!extractions!(unpublished!data).!
II.5.3 Novel/approaches/enabled/by/NextGGeneration/Sequencing/technologies/
The! field! of! DNA! sequencing! has! undergone! rapid! advances! (Clyde! 2007).! The!
overwhelming!majority!of!DNA!sequencing!to!date!has!relied!on!evolving!versions!of!
the! Sanger! biochemistry! and! technologies! of! electrophoresis! (Deschamps! and!
Campbell,! 2010).! The! application! of! automated! Sanger! sequencing! for! genome!
analysis! is! considered! to! be! the! first[generation! technology! and! despite! many!
technical! improvements,!there!were!some!insurmountable!limitations!that!revealed!
a!need!for!new!approaches!that!are!referred!to!as!next[generation!sequencing!(NGS).!
NGS! relies! on! a! combination! of! breakthrough! methods! of! template! preparation,!
chemistry!of!sequencing,!imaging,!and!bioinformatics!methods!of!genome!alignment!
and!assembly!(Metzker!2010).!!
The! advent! of! NGS! platforms! have! drastically! increased! the! speed! at! which! DNA!
sequences!can!be!acquired,!the!ability!to!produce!an!enormous!volume!of!data!and!
reduced! the! costs! by! several! orders! of!magnitude.! In! summary,! the! arrival! of!NGS!
technologies!has!changed!the!way!to!think!about!scientific!approaches!in!basic,!and!
applied! research.! The! ability! to! sequence! the! whole! genome! of! many! related!
organisms! has! allowed! large[scale! comparative! and! evolutionary! studies! to! be!
performed!that!were!almost!impossible!with!previous!technologies.!!
The! reduction! in! read! length! and! quality! has! required! the! development! of!
bioinformatics! tools! to! assist! in! the! mapping! of! shorter! reads! to! the! reference!
genome!and!in!the!de%novo!assembly!of!entire!genomes.!NGS!platforms!offer!much!
higher!throughput!with!greatly!reduced!costs!but!with!lower!accuracy:!the!error!rate!




redundancy! of! reads! at! a! given! nucleotide! position! (coverage),! which! can! be!
employed! to! discern! sequencing! errors! from! true! genetic! variation! (Hillier! et! al!
2008).!
NGS! technologies! have! a!wide! range! of! possible! applications,! and!more! are! being!
developed.!Current!applications!include:!!
i)! full! genome! re[sequencing!or! variant!discovery!by! resequencing!of! targeted!
regions!of!interest!among!individuals;!!
ii)! de!novo!assemblies!of!bacterial!and!lower!eukaryotic!genomes;!
iii)! mapping! of! structural! rearrangements,! which! may! include! copy! number!





















ii)! ligation! of! universal! adapters! at! both! ends! of! the! fragmented! DNA/cDNA;! iii)!
immobilization! and! amplification! of! the! adapter[flanked! fragments! to! generate!
clustered!amplicons!that!will!be!the!templates!for!the!sequencing!reaction.!!
Single!molecules! are! covalently! attached! to! a! planar! surface! and! amplified! in! situ.!
Sequencing! by! synthesis! is! carried! out! by! adding! a! mixture! of! four! fluorescently!
labelled! reversible! chain! terminators! and!DNA!polymerase! to! the! template! and! by!
adding! a! single! reversible! terminator! to! each! template.! The! fluorophore! and! the!
reversible!block!are! removed!after! the!detection!of! the! fluorescent! signal! for!each!
template.!The!terminator–enzyme!mix!is!then!added!to!start!the!next!cycle,!and!the!
process! is!reiterated!until!the!end!of!the!run.!The!sequence!accuracy! is!guaranteed!
by! the! presence! of! all! the! four! in! the! reaction,! minimizing! the! risk! of! mis[





Figure( 3! –! Illumina! sequencing! technology.! Genomic! DNA! is! fragmented! and! gel!
selected! at! 500[600bp.! Adapter[modified,! single[stranded! DNA! is! added! to! the! flow!
cell!and!immobilized!by!hybridization.!The!technology!relies!on!bridge!PCR!to!amplify!
clonal! sequencing! features.! Clonally! amplified! clusters! are! denatured! and! cleaved;!
sequencing!is!initiated!with!addition!of!primer,!polymerase!(POL)!and!4!reversible!dye!
terminators.! Post[incorporation! fluorescence! is! recorded.! The! fluorophore! and! block!
are! removed! before! the! next! synthesis! cycle.! Accurate! measurement! of! the!
concentration!of! the! template! library! is! critical! to!maximize! the!cluster!density!while!
simultaneously!avoiding!overcrowding!(Shendure!et!al.!2008).!
II.5.5 Untargeted/approaches/in/the/genome/sequencing/era/
The! nuclear! genome!of! a!model! grapevine! genotype! has! been! entirely! assembled,!
decoded,!and!released!in!2007!(Jaillon!et!al!2007).!The!reference!sequence!offers!the!
framework! against! which! to! compare! any! other! variety! in! parallel! analyses! of!
genome[wide! polymorphisms.! DNA! short[reads! are! generated! from! other!
grapevines,! using! one! of! the! available! instrument! platforms! for! NGS,! and! aligned!






reads! were! not! longer! than! 36! bp! and! reduced! representation! libraries! were!
sequenced,! compounding! the! complexity! of! sequence! alignment.! Despite! these!





entire! genome! by! mapping! NGS! reads! and! detecting! aberrations! in! depth[of[
coverage.!!
DNA!typing!of!plant!somatic!mutants!is!as!challenging!as!sequencing!cancer!genomes!
in! human! tumor! tissues.! Any! tissue! section! normally! selected! for! genomic! DNA!
isolation! (leaf,! berry,! flower)! will! include! normal! cells! and! mutated! cells! in!




by! the! activity! of! transposable! elements! (TE).! This! evidence! emerged! from! the!
investigation! of! specific! gene! regions! already! known! to! be! responsible! for! trait!
variation! (i.e.! MybA)! or! transcriptionally! altered! in! mutants! (i.e! TFL1).! These!
observations! have! generated! the! expectation! that! transposition! of! Class! I! and! II!
mobile!elements!be!the!most!frequent!cause!of!somatic!mutations.!!
Systematic! monitoring! of! transposon! activity! is! today! possible! and! relatively! easy!





frequency! of! 35! TE! polymorphic! sites! per! million! nucleotides! among! clones!
compared!to!as!few!as!1.6!SNPs!and!5.1!small!indels!per!million!nucleotides.!Most!of!
this! variation! is! supposed! to! be! phenotypically! silent,! but!more! than! half! of! those!
events!were!localised!in!genic!regions!and!may!point!to!some!biological!role!worth!to!
test.!Shorter!but!paired!sequences!are!now!available!from!both!ends!of!sheared!and!
size[selected! fragments! using! Illumina! and!Applied!Biosystems!NGS!platforms.! This!
sort!of!reads!can!be!handled!by!different!bioinformatics!tools!to!scan!the!genome!for!
deletions!and!novel! (non[reference)!TE! insertions:! (i)!gapped!alignment!of! reads!or!
so[called!split[read!method,!(ii)!deviation!from!mean!library!insert[size!in!paired[end!
mapping,!and!(iii)!anchorage!to!a!single!genome!region!of!unpaired!reads!orphaned!
by! nonalignment! of! their!mates,! which! are! then! assembled! into! sequence! contigs!




The! somatic!mutations! concept! is! not! only! relevant! in! plant! genomes.! In! fact,! the!
genomes!of!all!cancer!cells,!and!indeed!of!most!normal!cells,!have!acquired!a!set!of!
somatic!mutations,! independent! from! germline!mutations.! Some! of! these! somatic!
variations! confer! selective! clonal! growth! advantage! and! are! causally! implicated! in!
oncogenesis,! being! positively! selected! during! the! evolution! of! the! cancer.! For! this!
reason!such!mutations!are!know!as!‘Driver!mutations’!(Stratton,!et!al,!2009).!Somatic!
variations! involved! in! cancer! causation! include! point! mutations,! genomic!
rearrangements! and! changes! in! copy! number.! Over! the! last! thirty! years! several!
strategies! have! been! used! to! detect! the! various! classes! of! somatic! mutations! in!
cancer!genomes!such!as!G[banded!cytogenetics,!spectral!karyotyping,!FISH,!and!copy!
number! arrays! (Campbell! et! al,! 2008;! Pleasance! et! al,! 2009).! Nevertheless,! these!
strategies! are! unable! to! detect! anything! less! than! gross! genomic! rearrangements,!
provide! limited! resolution!of! breakpoint!mutations! and!do!not! report! on!balanced!
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rearrangements! or! fusion! events.! Both! end[sequencing! of! BAC! libraries! built! from!
cancer! genomes! and! hybridization! of! flow[sorted! chromosomes! to! arrays! are! not!
applicable! to! large! numbers! of! cancer! genomes.! Next! Generation! systematic!
sequencing!offers!therefore!the!potential!to!carry!out!a!genome[wide!screening!of!all!










III Objectives of this thesis 




two!outstanding!clones!of! ‘Sangiovese’! for!which!the!wine! industry!and!grapevine!




mRNA! (RNA[Seq)! allows! to! discover! novel! transcripts! without! any! a! priori!
knowledge! of! the! genes! and! to!measure! transcript! levels! of! all! genes! in! a! single!
assay.! !Most! importantly! for! the! scope! of! this! thesis,! RNA[seq! allows! to!monitor!
gene[specific! expression! changes! that! could! be! directly! or! indirectly! related! to!
somatic!mutations!at!the!DNA!level.! In!this!work,!we!planned!to!perform!RNA[seq!
of! leaf! tissues! in! the! same! clones! of! ‘Pinot’! and! ‘Sangiovese’! used! for! DNA!
sequencing.!This!analysis!has!the!dual!scope!of!assessing!the!changes!in!global!gene!
expression! among! somatic! mutants! and! of! detecting! specific! gene! expression!





two! developmental! stages! –! before! ripening! (2!weeks! after! berry! set)! and! at! the!















16[kmers! in! the! Illumina! reads.! The!graphs!are! reported! in!Figure(4.! The! libraries!
obtained!from!the!‘Sangiovese’!clones,! ‘Pinot!Meunier’!and!‘Pinot!blanc’!displayed!
the! expected! distribution!with! three! discernable! peaks! in! genome! coverage! (that!
are! normally! observed! also! in! other! grapevine! genotypes),! presumably!














































































































































Pinot$blanc 389,834,062 38,983,406,153 80,18 308,249,931 30,824,993,142 212,159,929 154,019,370 11,94% 437,562,933 90% 35
Pinot$gris 425,229,322 42,522,932,180 87,46 398,050,818 39,805,081,838 258,954,966 203,765,098 22,83% 429,717,325 88% 47
Pinot$Meunier 318,654,582 31,865,458,210 65,54 265,318,592 26,531,859,239 203,011,008 163,097,990 13,05% 439,343,510 90% 37
Pinot$noir 313,500,877 31,350,087,662 64,48 226,228,223 22,622,822,254 103,169,532 90,477,516 29,70% 357,528,738 74% 25
Sangiovese$R24 512,453,356 48,512,899,301 99,78 387,856,854 36,547,551,017 297,970,360 240,419,477 9,25% 434,506,311 89,40% 50












In! order! to! calibrate! the! parameters! for! SNP! detection,!we! used! the! comparison!









represents! the! most! disadvantageous! situation! for! SNP! detection! because! the!





The! known! deletion! has! been! estimated! to! span! ~100?179! kb! on!
chr2:14,149,000..14,250,000.! The! deletion! occurred! in! a! region! present! in! a!
heterozygous!state!in!the!wild?type,!and!the!hemizygous!DNA!of!the!haplotype!still!



























alternate!allele! (GATK!ReadPosRankSumTest!<! ?2)! reduced!the! list!of! filtered!SNPs!
to! 8,958.! At! this! stage! of! filtering,! we! checked! that! the! known! SNP! at!
chr1:4,897,066! in! ‘Pinot! Meunier’! was! retained,! and! we! plotted! the! scores! for!





positions!at! the!WG! level!when! compared! to! the! chr2:14,1..14,3! interval,! but! the!
quality! score! of! the! known! variant! at! chr1:4,897,066! in! ‘Pinot!Meunier’! (298.99)!
suggested! that! a! more! stringent! threshold! would! pose! the! risk! of! filtering! out!












the! chr2:14,1..14,3! interval! conform! to! expectations.! The! SNPs! called! in! ‘Pinot!






Figure! 5! ?! Plots! of! scores! for! five! parameters! affecting! SNP! quality! in! the! hemizygous! region! of!
chr2:14,1..14,3!Mbp!versus!the!remainder!of!the!genome!(whole!genome,!WG).!The!scores!for!the!
known!SNP!at!chr4:14,897,066!in!‘Pinot!Meunier’!are!indicated!with!an!arrow!for!the!parameter!(A)!
quality! score! of! the! chromosomal! position! call! in! both! individuals,! (B)! bias! in! the! position! of! the!
variant!within!the!reads!that!carry!the!variant,!(C)!likelihood!of!call!for!the!two!possible!alternative!
haplotypes.! Genome! coverage! (D)! and! frequency! of! the! variant! (E)! are! given! separately! for! each!












• adjacent! SNP! (<! 100bp)! without! evidence! of! hemizygosity! (no! significant!
difference!in!genome!coverage!between!individuals)!
With! this! filtering,!we! ended!up!with! 889! variant! positions! between! ‘Pinot! blanc’!
and! ‘Pinot!Meunier’.! Among! these,! 539!were! homozygous! or! hemizygous! for! the!
reference! allele! in! ‘Pinot! blanc’! and! apparently! 538! heterozygous! and! 1!
homozygous!variant!in!‘Pinot!Meunier’.!The!remaining!350!variable!positions!were!
homozygous! or! hemizygous! for! the! reference! allele! in! ‘Pinot! Meunier’! and!
apparently! 348! heterozygous! and! 2! homozygous! variant! in! ‘Pinot! blanc’.! The! 539!
positions! that! were! putatively! mutated! in! ‘Pinot! Meunier’! include! the! known!
chimerical! heterozygous! SNP! at! chr1:4,897,066! in! ‘Pinot! Meunier’! (Boss! and!
Thomas,! 2002)! and! 104! SNPs! that! fall! in! the! 14,115,143! to! 14,309,249! interval!
identified!as!heterozygous!deletion! in! ‘Pinot!blanc’.!With!calibrated!parameters!of!
filtering,! the! SNPs! called! in! the! chr2:14,115,143..14,309,249! interval! display! the!
metrics!shown!in!Figure!6.!At!this!point!we!examined!the!allele!frequency!spectrum!
and!filtered!out!positions!where!the!minor!allele!frequency!was!<!0.2!and!positions!
that! reveal! incongruence! between! the! PL! values! and! the! genotype! call! by! GATK!








‘Pinot! Meunier’! and! ‘Pinot! blanc’,! variant! frequency,! and!
coverage!in!‘Pinot!Meunier’!(C)!of!the!high?quality!SNPs!identified!
with! calibrated! parameters.! Coverage! in! ‘Pinot! Meunier’! is!
referred!to!the!right!y?axis!
IV.2.2 SNP+confirmation+by+capillary+sequencing+
In! order! to! evaluate! the! effectiveness! of! our! SNP! detection! pipeline! in! finding!
differences!among!somatic!clones,!we!visually! inspected! the!484!variant!positions!
and!ended!up!with!a!selection!of!169!unique!SNPs!between!‘Pinot!blanc’!and!‘Pinot!
Meunier’! to! be! experimentally! validated.! We! were! able! to! design! PCR! primers!
across!the!region!for!54!putatively!mutated!positions!in!‘Pinot!blanc’!and!for!90!in!
‘Pinot!Meunier’.!We!proceeded!with!Sanger!sequencing!of!genomic!DNA!extracted!






50! putative! SNPs!were! validated! as! true! positive! single! base! variants! indicating! a!
FDR!of!respectively!0.33!and!0.24!(Table!2).!With!the!exception!of!one!SNP!in!‘Pinot!
blanc’,! all! variant! positions! were! heterozygous.! The! known! somatic! SNP! in!
chr1:4,897,066!was! included! in! the!validation! resulting! in!a! true!positive!variation!
with!a!low!signal!(Figure!7.A).!A!total!of!46!out!of!79!SNPs!are!in!exons!or!introns.!!!
!
Figure! 7! –! Comparison! of! electropherograms! obtained! by! Sanger! resequencing! of! three! regions!
across!the!putative!somatic!SNPs!detected!among!the!studied!‘Pinot!blanc’!and!‘Pinot!Meunier’.!The!
vertical! red! lines! indicate! the!polymorphic!position! in! L1+L2!derived! tissue! (leaf).! In!particular,! (A)!
shows! the! validation! of! the! known! somatic! position! at! chr1:4,987,066:! ‘Pinot! blanc’!
electropherogram!shows!the!homozygous!state!A/A,!while!‘Pinot!Meunier’.!electropherogram!shows!
the! heterozygous! state! with! an! under?represented! allele! A/T.! (B)! shows! the! validation! of! the!
chr2:18,336,309!for!the!variant!position!in!‘Pinot!Meunier’!which!genotype!is!heterozygous!T/C!while!
‘Pinot! blanc’! is! homozygous! reference! T/T.! In! (C)! there! is! the! validation! of! the! chr8:20,690,777!
variant! position! for! ‘Pinot! blanc’! which! genotype! is! heterozygous! G/A! while! ‘Pinot! Meunier’! is!
homozygous!referecence!A/A.!
Table! 2! –! Genotype! calls! from! Sanger! amplicons! sequenced! in! the! experimental! validation! of!
unique! variant! positions! selected! from! the! somatic! SNP! detection! pipeline! in! the! comparison!
‘Pinot!blanc’!and!‘Pinot!Meunier’.!The!SNPs!in!table!are!the!true!positive!variant!mutations.!
! ! ! PB! PM! !
SNP!position! Variant!clone! reference! Sanger!Genotype! Region!
chr1:4745158! Pinot!blanc! T! T/C! T/T! 1.6Kb!dowstream!gene!
chr1:7321481! Pinot!blanc! C! C/G! C/C! 3Kb!dowstream!gene!
chr10:7060090! Pinot!blanc! G! A/A! G/G! exon!
chr11:5376149! Pinot!blanc! C! T/C! C/C! intron!
chr12:17004139! Pinot!blanc! C! T/C! C/C! intron!
chr15:10456989! Pinot!blanc! C! C/T! C/C! intergenic!
chr16:19659567! Pinot!blanc! C! C/T! C/C! intron!
chr17:4282332! Pinot!blanc! G! G/A! G/G! intron!
chr18:4383633! Pinot!blanc! G! G/C! G/G! exon!
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chr18:21103474! Pinot!blanc! A! A/C! A/A! intergenic!
chr18:28693529! Pinot!blanc! G! A/G! G/G! exon!
chr19:3781226! Pinot!blanc! G! G/A! G/G! intron!
chr19:7124786! Pinot!blanc! G! G/A! G/G! 0.5Kb!upstream!gene!
chr19:17977220! Pinot!blanc! G! G/A! G/G! intergenic!
chr2:18594509! Pinot!blanc! C! C/T! C/C! intron!
chr4:3313620! Pinot!blanc! T! T/C! T/T! exon!
chr4:14367939! Pinot!blanc! T! T/C! T/T! intron!
chr4:22792206! Pinot!blanc! C! C/A! C/C! exon!
chr5:1911407! Pinot!blanc! T! T/C! T/T! exon!
chr5:4492371! Pinot!blanc! T! C/T! T/T! intron!
chr5:4735149! Pinot!blanc! A! A/G! A/A! intron!
chr5:15644060! Pinot!blanc! C! T/C! C/C! intron!
chr5:22745578! Pinot!blanc! G! G/A! G/G! 0.3Kb!dowstream!gene!
chr5:24754569! Pinot!blanc! G! G/A! G/G! 3'UTR!
chr7:19629893! Pinot!blanc! G! G/A! G/G! intergenic!
chr8:7696363! Pinot!blanc! G! G/G! T/G! 0.3Kb!upstream!gene!
chr8:20690777! Pinot!blanc! G! A/G! G/G! exon!
chrUn:17599622! Pinot!blanc! C! T/C! C/C! 3Kb!dowstream!gene!
chrUn:40717178! Pinot!blanc! C! C/C! C/T! intron!
chr15:19571064! Pinot!Meunier! A! A/A! A/G! 1Kb!dowstream!gene!
chr1:4897066! Pinot!Meunier! A! A/A! A/T! exon!
chr1:5250416! Pinot!Meunier! C! C/C! C/T! intron!
chr1:18587330! Pinot!Meunier! A! A/A! T/A! 3.9Kb!dowstream!gene!
chr1:19490545! Pinot!Meunier! G! G/G! G/T! intron!
chr10:4630639! Pinot!Meunier! C! C/C! G/C! 2.9Kb!dowstream!gene!
chr10:10780961! Pinot!Meunier! G! G/G! G/C! intergenic!
chr10:17545319! Pinot!Meunier! c! C/C! T/C! intron!
chr11:19240372! Pinot!Meunier! T! T/T! T/A! intron!
chr12:2388225! Pinot!Meunier! G! G/G! C/G! 1.4Kb!dowstream!gene!
chr13:2280849! Pinot!Meunier! C! C/C! C/T! exon!
chr13:18239780! Pinot!Meunier! G! G/G! G/A! intron!
chr14:4261604! Pinot!Meunier! G! G/G! G/A! intron!
chr14:6448337! Pinot!Meunier! A! A/A! A/G! 0.1Kb!dowstream!gene!
chr14:10718368! Pinot!Meunier! G! G/G! G/A! exon!
chr14:22875026! Pinot!Meunier! A! A/A! A/G! intergenic!
chr15:6384633! Pinot!Meunier! T! T/T! T/A! intron!
chr15:11999866! Pinot!Meunier! A! A/A! A/G! 7.4Kb!dowstream!gene!
chr16:2823996! Pinot!Meunier! G! G/G! G/T! 0.3Kb!dowstream!gene!
chr17:8703280! Pinot!Meunier! A! A/A! A/G! exon!
chr18:990499! Pinot!Meunier! A! A/A! A/G! exon!
chr18:5632015! Pinot!Meunier! C! C/C! C/T! 2.6Kb!upstream!gene!
chr18:5713155! Pinot!Meunier! G! G/C! G/T! 1.8Kb!dowstream!gene!
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chr18:12490480! Pinot!Meunier! T! T/T! T/C! intron!
chr18:19156401! Pinot!Meunier! G! G/G! G/A! intergenic!
chr18:19911528! Pinot!Meunier! G! G/G! G/T! intron!
chr18:24888322! Pinot!Meunier! T! T/T! T/C! 0.9Kb!dowstream!gene!
chr18:29047427! Pinot!Meunier! C! C/C! T/C! exon!
chr19:453661! Pinot!Meunier! G! G/G! G/C! 0.8Kb!dowstream!gene!
chr19:1365673! Pinot!Meunier! A! A/A! A/G! intron!
chr19:3359686! Pinot!Meunier! C! C/C! C/T! 1.2Kb!dowstream!gene!
chr19:23182339! Pinot!Meunier! G! G/G! G/A! intron!
chr2:8976579! Pinot!Meunier! A! A/A! A/G! intron!
chr2:18336309! Pinot!Meunier! T! T/T! T/G! exon!
chr3:642320! Pinot!Meunier! T! T/T! T/G! 2.2Kb!dowstream!gene!
chr3:7463543! Pinot!Meunier! T! T/T! T/C! intergenic!
chr4:2484019! Pinot!Meunier! C! C/C! T/C! intron!
chr4:11645436! Pinot!Meunier! G! G/G! G/C! intron!
chr5:8535969! Pinot!Meunier! C! C/C! C/T! intergenic!
chr5:23597312! Pinot!Meunier! G! G/G! G/A! 2.5Kb!upstream!gene!
chr6:7669464! Pinot!Meunier! T! T/T! T/A! 0.5Kb!upstream!gene!
chr6:16757889! Pinot!Meunier! C! C/C! C/T! intergenic!
chr7:6875279! Pinot!Meunier! C! C/C! C/A! intron!
chr7:9874978! Pinot!Meunier! T! T/G! T/T! intergenic!
chr8:454197! Pinot!Meunier! T! T/T! C/T! exon!
chr8:2094998! Pinot!Meunier! C! C/C! T/C! intron!
chr8:14163314! Pinot!Meunier! C! C/C! T/C! exon!
chr8:15009839! Pinot!Meunier! G! G/G! G/A! exon!
chrUn:34747330! Pinot!Meunier! C! C/C! C/T! 6.8Kb!upstream!gene!




the! reference! genome! sequence.! A! total! of! 6,123,665! variable! positions! were!
detected!between!‘Sangiovese!VCR23’!and!the!reference!genome!sequence.!These!
positions!were!called!using!the!default!parameters!of!UnifiedGenotyper!of!the!GATK!






blocks!with! ‘Pinot’!and!the!higher!average!coverage!for! the! ‘Sangiovese’!pair! (50X!
and!53X)!than!the!‘Pinot’!pair!(37X!and!35X).!
IV.2.4 Validation+of+the+SNP+detection+pipeline+in+‘Sangiovese’+
We! analysed! large! chromosomal! segments! for! which! ‘Sangiovese’! was! (1)!
homozygous! for! the! reference! haplotype,! (2)! heterozygous! with! one! haplotype!
identical! to! the! reference,! (3)! homozygous! for! a! haplotype! different! from! the!
reference!(Figure!8).!For!each!region,!we!calculated!false!discovery!rate!(FDR)!before!
and!after!applying!our!filtering.!The!expected!false!positives!are:!heterozygous!and!
homozygous! SNPs! in! regions! of! type! 1,! homozygous! SNPs! in! regions! of! type! 2,!
heterozygous!SNPs!in!regions!of!type!3.!
!








The!borders!of! the!regions!were! identified!by!plotting!SNP!density! (Figure!9).!The!
region! analysed! on! chr4! was! restricted! to! the! interval! chr4:21,0..22,3! Mbp.! The!
region! analysed! on! chr14! was! restricted! to! the! interval! chr14:15,0..17,0!Mbp.! In!
these! regions! summing! up! to! 3.3! million! nucleotides,! a! total! of! 4,541! variant!
positions!were! called! in! ‘Sangiovese’!with! respect! to! the! reference! genome!using!
the!default!parameters!of!UnifiedGenotyper.!Of! these,!804!variant!positions!were!
detected! in! the! interval! chr4:21,0..22,3! Mbp! (1! variant! position! every! 1,617!
nucleotides),! the! remaining! variant! positions! were! detected! in! the! interval!
chr14:15,0..17,0! Mbp! (1! variant! position! every! 535! nucleotides).! Based! on! the!
calibrated! filtering!parameters,! the!number!of! variant!positions!was! reduced! to! a!
total! of! 90! ().! As! few! as! 20,! corresponding! to! 1! false! positive! SNP! every! 61,905!
nucleotides,!remained!in!the!interval!chr4:21,0..22,3!Mbp.!No!homozygous!variant!
SNP!was!called! in! this! interval.!One!variant!position!every!28,986!nucleotides!was!
called! in! the! interval! chr14:15,0..17,0!Mbp.! The! presence! of! several! homozygous!
variant!SNPs!with!high!coverage,!high!quality!scores,!and!evenly!distributed!across!
this!interval!seems!to!indicate!that!this!region!in!‘Sangiovese’!has!two!highly!similar!
haplotypes,! each!one!being! slightly!different! from! the!haplotype!of! the! reference!
genome!(Figure!10)!and!is!therefore!not!appropriate!for!the!SNP!pipeline!validation.!
With!an!average!genome!coverage!of!53X,!FDR!in!homozygous!regions!identical!to!






sequence! called! using! the! default! parameters! of! UnifiedGenotyper! in! two!









Sixteen! chromosomal! regions! were! heterozygous! in! ‘Sangiovese’! with! one!
haplotype!identical!to!the!reference!(Figure!8).!Except!for!the!large!region!on!chr2,!
the! borders! of! the! other! regions! were! more! precisely! delimited! by! plotting! SNP!
density! (Figure! 9).! The! regions! used! for! FDR! analysis! in! heterozygous! regions!
amounted! to! 49.2! million! nucleotides.! A! total! of! 425,496! variant! positions! were!
called!between!‘Sangiovese’!and!the!reference!genome!sequence,!using!the!default!
parameters! of! UnifiedGenotyper,! corresponding! to! 1! variant! position! every! 116!
nucleotides.! In! 364,152! of! those! variant! positions,! the! variant! frequency! was!
comprised! between! 0.2! and! 0.9;! in! 3,020! variant! positions! the! variant! frequency!
was!>0.9;!in!58,324!variant!positions!the!variant!frequency!was!<0.2.!Based!on!the!
calibrated! filtering! parameters,! the! number! of! variant! positions! was! reduced! to!
110,999,! corresponding! to! 1! variant! position! every! 444! nucleotides.! Without!
applying!any!specific!filtering!for!allelic!frequency,!most!of!the!high!quality!SNPs!had!
a!variant!frequency!comprised!between!0.2!and!0.8!(Figure!12).!Only!four!SNPs!had!
variant! frequency! >! 0.9! and! genotype! likelihoods! compatible! with! being! called!
homozygous!variant.!Based!on!genotype!likelihood!values!all!other!SNPs!were!called!
heterozygous.! FDR! of! homozygous! SNPs! in! heterozygous! regions! with! one!






using! the! default! parameters! of! UnifiedGenotyper! in! 16! chromosomal! regions.! Heterozygous!












of! 172,101! variant! positions!were! called! between! ‘Sangiovese’! and! the! reference!
genome! sequence,! using! the! default! parameters! of! UnifiedGenotyper,!
corresponding!to!1!variant!position!every!96!nucleotides.!!
Based!on! the!calibrated! filtering!parameters,! the!number!of!variant!positions!was!
reduced!to!4,908.!Of!these,!2,766!variants!positions!were!called!homozygous!based!
on! genotype! likelihoods,! corresponding! to! 1! homozygous! SNP! every! 5,965!
nucleotides.! Another! 2,142! variant! positions! were! called! heterozygous! based! on!
genotype!likelihoods.!With!an!average!genome!coverage!of!53X,!the!estimated!FDR!






Figure! 13! ?! Density! of! variant! positions! between! ‘Sangiovese’! and! the! reference! sequence! called!
using! the!default!parameters!of!UnifiedGenotyper! in!11! chromosomal! regions.!Heterozygous!SNPs!
with!variant!frequency!comprised!between!0.2!and!0.9!are!indicated!with!purple!bars,!homozygous!





Figure!14! I!Variant! frequency!and!coverage!of!each!variant!position! in!homozygous!




(except! for! the! parameter! ‘adjacent! SNP! <100bp’),! detected! a! total! of! 1,472,993!
SNPs!between! the!varieties! ‘Pinot’! and! ‘Sangiovese’!on!a!whole?genome!scale.!Of!

































The! visual! inspection! of! these! regions! confirmed! the! alignment! of! non?allelic!
sequences!as!the!cause!for!the!appearance!of!these!false!differences!among!clones!
because! in!most!cases!three!sequence!haplotypes!were!visible! in!the!same!region!





mapped! reads.!Quality! scores! are! given! in!Table! 3.! Two! of! these! candidate! SNPs!
(chr11:14389639,! chr19:22173717)! are! located! in! low! complexity! regions!
resembling! nascent! microsatellite! repeats! (Appendix! 1).! As! for! the! third! SNP!







The! observed! variant! frequency! for! all! three! SNPs! is! consistent! with! the! range!
expected! for! chimerical! heterozygous! mutations! that! occurred! in! a! once?














We! experimentally! validated! these! three! variants! by! PCR! amplification! of! the!
variant!position!with!flanking!primers!followed!by!direct!Sanger!sequencing!of!the!
amplicons.! We! investigated! separately! genomic! DNA! extracted! from! leaves! and!









The! GATK! caller! UnifiedGenotyper! predicted! position! in! chr13:16,483,189! to! be!
heterozygous!C/T! in! leaf! tissue!of! ‘Sangiovese!VCR23’!whereas! ‘Sangiovese!R24’! is!
homozygous!reference!C/C.!Sanger!resequencing!of!the!amplicons!across!the!SNP,!
confirms! a! homozygous! position! C/C! for! ‘Sangiovese! R24’! in! both! leaf! and! pollen!
tissues.!Sanger!resequencing!in!‘Sangiovese!VCR23’!reveals!a!different!genotype!call!
between! tissues! (Figure& 15):! the! leaf! is! heterozygous! C/T! whereas! the! pollen! is!
homozygous!variant!T/T.!!
Since!pollen!is!a!germline!tissue!that!originates!from!the!L2!inner!layer!we!expected!
a! homozygous! reference! C/C! genotype! for! ‘Sangiovese! VCR23’! pollen! if! the!
mutation! had! occurred! in! the! L1! layer! or! a! balanced! (50:50)! heterozygous! C/T!
SNP$position Variant$clone Reference leaf pollen leaf pollen
chr11:14389639 VCR23 C ND ND ND ND intergenic
chr13:16483189 VCR23 C C/C C/C C/T T/T intergenic





genotype! if! it! had! occurred! in! the! L2! layer.! A! hemizygous! region! spanning! the!
variant! somatic! mutation! can! explain! the! observation! of! a! homozygous! T/T!
genotype! ! obtained! by! Sanger! sequencing.!No! structural! variant!was! detected! by!
the! pipelines! used! in! this! work,! therefore! we! visually! inspected! the! ‘Sangiovese!
VCR23’! alignment! to! find! the! presence! of! spanning! reads! that!map! at! a! distance!
higher! than! the! insert! size! as! evidence! of! a! deletion.! No! evidence! was! found,!
suggesting!the!need!for!further!investigation.!
!
Figure& 15! –! Comparison! of! electropherograms! obtained! by! Sanger! resequencing! of! the!
chr13:16,483,189!region!among!the!studied! ‘Sangiovese!R24’!and! ‘Sangiovese!VCR23’.!The!red! line!
indicates! the! polymorphic! position! C/C! and! T/C! in! leaf! and! C/C! and! T/T! in! pollen.! In! particular,!
‘Sangiovese!VCR23’!electropherograms!shows!the!heterozygous!state!in!L1+L2!derived!tissue!(leaf),!

































of! the! chr19:22,173,717! region! among! the! studied! ‘Sangiovese! R24’! and!
‘Sangiovese!VCR23’.!The!red!line!indicates!the!polymorphic!position!T/A!and!A/A!
in! L1+L2! derived! tissue! (leaf).! In! particular,! ‘Sangiovese! R24’! electropherograms!
shows! the! heterozygous! state! while! ‘Sangiovese! R24’! is! fully! reference!
homozygousastate.!Resequencing!of!genomic!DNA!extracted!from!pollen!failed.!
IV.2.6 Variant)detection)in)‘Pinot)Meunier‘)and)‘Traminer’)
The! pipeline! used! to! discover! variant! nucleotides! between! ‘Pinot’! clones! was!
applied!with!the!same!parameters!to!analyse!single!nucleotide!differences!between!
‘Pinot! Meunier’! and! ‘Traminer’.! Since! the! varieties! ‘Pinot’! and! ‘Traminer’! are!
connected!by!a!parentaoffspring!relationship,!they!share!half!of!the!genome!in!the!


















































With! this! filtering,! we! ended! up! with! 556,974! variant! positions! between! ‘Pinot!
Meunier’! and! ‘Traminer’.! Among! these,! 213,013! were! unique! SNPs! for! ‘Pinot!
Meunier’! and! 343,961!were! unique! SNPs! for! ‘Traminer’.! As! expected! since! these!
two! varieties! have! a! shared! haplotype,! the! total! number! of! point! mutations! is!
approximately! half! of! the! total! number! of! SNPs! identified! between! ‘Sangiovese!
VCR23’!and!‘Pinot!Meunier’.!In!chromosome!4,!where!both!haplotypes!appear!to!be!
completely! shared! between! ‘Pinot! Meunier’! and! ‘Traminer’,! we! identified! 995!
heterozygous! SNPs! and! 12! homozygous! SNPs! out! of! 10,287,597! detectable!
nucleotides,! leading! to! an! estimated! FDR! of! 1! false! positive! SNP! every! 10,339!
nucleotides! for! heterozygous! SNPs! and! of! 1! every! 857,300! nucleotides! for!
homozygous!SNPs.!However,!heterozygous!SNPs!are!not!evenly!distributed!across!
chromosome! 4,! but! they! tend! to! cluster! in! specific! regions,! i.e.! the! telomeric!




misaalignments! during! reference! read! mapping.! Since! clones! are! genetically!
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identical,! portions! that! misaalign! to! the! reference! genome! have! the! same!





resulting! from! the! pairwise! comparison! along! chromosome! 4.! Heterozygous! SNPs! are! shown! in!
green,!while!homozygous!SNPs!are!showed!in!red.!Chromosome!4!appears!to!be!completely!shared!




applied! two!methods,!both! focused!on!mapping! sequence! reads! to! the! reference!
genome.! The! Depth! of! Coverage! approach! (DOC)! assumes! a! random! distribution!




the! reference! into! windows! so! that! the! coverage! depth! is! consistent! within! a!
window!but!may!have!a! sharp!difference!between!adjacent!windows.!Due! to! the!
fact! that! the! DOC! signature! is! directly! related! to! the! absolute! number! of! reads!
falling!within!each!window!and!thus!to!the!coverage!of!the!dataset!and!to!the!size!




For! smaller! events,! we! applied! the! PairedaEnd! Mapping! (PEM)! approach,! which!
analyses!the!mapping! information!of!pairedaend!reads,!their!discordancy!from!the!
expected!span!size!and!map!strand!properties.!PEM!signatures!are!more!powerful!
to! detect! smaller! events! compared!with! DOC! signatures,! but!may! require! higher!
coverages.! Read! pairs! that! map! to! the! reference! genome! too! far! apart! from!





by!analysis!of!depth!of!coverage!signatures.!We!set! thresholds!of!0.8!and! a0.8! for!
the! log2!ratio!of!the!number!of!reads!from!each!clone,!normalised!to!the!average!
genome! coverage! of! that! clone,! mapped! in! windows! of! defined! size! along! the!





chr2:14,149,000..14,250,000! by! Vezzulli! et! al! (2012).! In! the! SNP! detection! of! this!
thesis,! we! found! evidence! for! lossaofaheterozygosity! between! the! chromosomal!
positions!14,115,143!and!14,309,249.!
Our! procedure! for! structural! variant! detection! identified! 71! consecutive!windows!






deletion! identified! by! DNAcopy.! We! found! evidence! of! ten! pairedaend! reads!
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produced! from! 400a700! bp! inserts! that! were! mapped! at! largerathanaexpected!
distance!on!the!reference!sequence.!The!spanning!pairedaends!that!mapped!most!
closely! to! the! deletion! allowed! us! to! define! the! borders! of! the! deletion! more!
precisely! than! the!methods!of! lossaofaheterozygosity! and!depthaofacoverage.! PEM!
restricted! the! location!of! borders! of! the!deletion!downstream!of! chr2:14,105,175!
and!upstream!of!chr2:14,258,065,!within!an!expected!interval!of!variation!on!each!
side! of! less! than! 1! kbp.! These! evidences! provide! an! estimate! for! the! size! of! the!
deletions!that!is!not!larger!than!153!kbp.!
DNA!copy! identified!34!additional!regions! in!which!the!copy!number!was! lower! in!
‘Pinot!blanc’!with! respect! to! ‘Pinot!Meunier’!and!were!supported!by! log2! ratios!>!
0.8.! All! the! detected! variants! ranged! in! size! between! 3.6! and! 14.8! kb,! and!were!
identified!by!a!number!of!consecutive!windows!ranging!from!2!to!7!(Table&5).!Thus,!
DNAcopy! did! not! detect! any! other! significant! large! CNV! (greater! than! 25! kb! and!
comprising!at!least!10!consecutive!windows)!in!‘Pinot!blanc’!besides!the!known!one!
in!chromosome!2.!
With! the! thresholds! of! log2! ratio! <a0.8! and! >25! kb! and! >10!windows,! 21! events!
were!detected!where!the!copy!number!was!lower!in!‘Pinot!Meunier’!than!in!‘Pinot!
blanc’.!These!regions!ranged!in!size!between!25!and!132!kbp.!We!visually!inspected!
on! the! genome! browser! all! these! putative! events! of! copy! number! variation! and!
assessed! that! all! the! identified! segments! correspond! to! regions! with! highly!
repetitive! sequence! content,! resembling! centromeric! repeats.! Thirteen! of! them!
were! identified! on! scaffolds! not! anchored! to! chromosomes,! and! several! of! them!




Table&5&–!List!of!putative!CNV!events! in! ‘Pinot!blanc’!and! ‘Pinot!Meunier’! identified!by!analysis!of!
depth!of!coverage.!!
!
With! the! same! thresholds! of! log2! ratio! >! 0.8! or! <a0.8! and! at! least! 25! kb! and! 10!
windows,! DNAcopy! did! not! detect! any! large! CNV! between! ‘Sangiovese! R24’! and!
‘Sangiovese!VCR23’.!
IV.3.2 PairedOEnd)Mapping)





identified! 3,086! putative! deletions! in! ‘Pinot! blanc’,! 3,991! in! ‘Pinot! gris’,! 4,381! in!
‘Pinot!Meunier’,!and!1,171!in!‘Pinot!noir’!when!each!one!of!them!was!compared!to!
the!PN40024!sequence.!Since!we!expect!somatic!mutations!to!correspond!to!novel!
deletion(in( chromosome start end size windows log2(ratio
Pinot&blanc chr2 14104720 14239561 134841 71 0,8192
Pinot&Meunier chr11 15196362 15274360 77998 19 0,8952
Pinot&Meunier chr12_random 1413643 1449891 36248 15 0,9155
Pinot&Meunier chr12_random 1519023 1565642 46619 15 1,1177
Pinot&Meunier chr16 9812070 9885235 73165 18 0,9503
Pinot&Meunier chr2 11909738 11951870 42132 12 1,1676
Pinot&Meunier chr4 12400516 12453144 52628 16 1,1323
Pinot&Meunier chr6 9550801 9587770 36969 14 1,0082
Pinot&Meunier chr9 14912126 14969868 57742 17 0,9794
Pinot&Meunier chrUn 130647 198036 67389 16 1,2306
Pinot&Meunier chrUn 6365127 6436489 71362 17 0,9316
Pinot&Meunier chrUn 13025979 13064052 38073 10 0,9711
Pinot&Meunier chrUn 20251581 20314328 62747 24 0,8943
Pinot&Meunier chrUn 22522535 22568401 45866 18 1,0756
Pinot&Meunier chrUn 24634353 24718330 83977 24 0,9958
Pinot&Meunier chrUn 25204244 25279122 74878 13 0,993
Pinot&Meunier chrUn 25438041 25518061 80020 25 1,2513
Pinot&Meunier chrUn 25743904 25814473 70569 12 1,1597
Pinot&Meunier chrUn 26664961 26797442 132481 38 1,1151
Pinot&Meunier chrUn 28781533 28838478 56945 12 0,9688
Pinot&Meunier chrUn 32924449 32964050 39601 11 1,0942
Pinot&Meunier chrUn 34571056 34595557 24501 10 1,2047
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events,!we! compared! the!deletions!detected! in! each!of! the! ‘Pinot’! clones! against!
those! identified! in!a!group!of!20!varieties!of!Vitis%vinifera!analysed!with! the!same!
pipeline!and!excluded!those!that!were!also! found! in!at! least!another!variety! from!
further! analyses.! After! such! a! filtering! step,! eleven! putative! deletions! in! ‘Pinot!
blanc’,! nineteen! in! ‘Pinot! gris’,! fifteen! in! ‘Pinot!Meunier’,! and! five! in! ‘Pinot! noir’!
were!identified!as!unique!to!each!clone.!!
BreakDancer! identified! 5,193! putative! deletions! in! ‘Sangiovese! R24’! and! 3,596! in!
‘Sangiovese!VCR23’.!Of!these,!1,643!putative!deletions!were!unique!to!‘Sangiovese!
R24’! and! 46! putative! deletions! to! ‘Sangiovese! VCR23’.! This! asymmetry! in! the!







same! set! of! 20! varieties! of! Vitis! vinifera! analysed! with! the! same! pipeline.! These!
deletions!are! typical!of! the!variety,! and!present! in!other!varieties! that! share!with!
‘Sangiovese’!the!same!haplotype!in!the!region!of!the!deletion.!These!deletions!were!
missed! by! the! pipeline! in! the! other! clone.! The! remaining! 7! putative! events! of!















clones,! which! is! the! only! set! of! useful! reads! for! this! analysis.! Since! we! expect!
somatic! mutations! to! correspond! to! novel! events,! we! compared! the! insertions!
detected!in!each!of!the!two!‘Pinot’!clones!against!those!identified!in!a!group!of!20!
varieties! of!Vitis% vinifera! analysed! with! the! same! pipeline! and! in! ‘Pinot! gris’! and!
‘Pinot!noir’!and!excluded!those!that!were!also! found! in!at! least!another!genotype!
from! further!analyses.!After! such!a! filtering! step,!119!putative! insertions! in! ‘Pinot!




only! in! ‘Sangiovese! VCR23’.! In! a! similar! way! to! what! occurred! with! PEM,! this!
asymmetry!in!the!number!of!candidate!regions!identified!in!the!two!clones!is!likely!
due! to! the! difference! in! the! number! of! mapped! pairedaends! in! the! two! clones,!
which! is! the! only! set! of! useful! reads! for! this! analysis.! Given! the! high! number! of!
candidate! regions,!we! focused! on! ‘Sangiovese! VCR23’.! Of! the! initial! 531! putative!
insertions,!357!were!also!found!in!a!set!of!20!varieties!of!Vitis%vinifera!analysed!with!
the!same!pipeline.!These!insertions!are!typical!of!the!variety,!and!present!in!other!
varieties! that! share! with! ‘Sangiovese’! the! same! haplotype! in! the! region! of! the!
insertion.! These! insertions!were!missed! by! the! pipeline! in! the! other! clone.! These!
insertions!are!true!positives!at!varietal! level,!but! false!positives! in!the!comparison!
between! clones.! The! remaining! 174! putative! events! of! insertion! identified! in!
‘Sangiovese!VCR23’!are!not!shared!with!other!varieties!of!Vitis%vinifera!and!deserve!
further! attention.! They! might! be! either! transpositions! that! occurred! in! a! rare!
haplotype! that! is! present! in! ‘Sangiovese’! and! not! shared! by! any! of! the! other!
varieties! investigated!–!and!not! identified!by!the!pipeline! in! ‘Sangiovese!R24’!–!or!
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more! recent! events! of! transposition! that! occurred! specifically! in! one! clone.!
Additional!analyses!on!this!topic!are!underway.!
Table&4!–!List!of!putative!insertion!events!detected!as!unique!in!‘Pinot!blanc’,!‘Pinot!Meunier’,!






replicates! were! produced! (Table& 6).! The! raw! reads! were! processed! for! adapter!
removal,! quality! trimming! and! filtering! for! contaminants.! Postaprocessed! reads!
were! aligned! to! the! grapevine! transcriptome! and! to! the! reference! genome! using!
TopHat! version! 2.0.5! (Trapnell! et! al.! 2012).! In! the! first! phase! of! alignment,! reads!
were!mapped! to! the! grapevine! transcriptome! defined! by! the! version! V1! of! gene!
chr start end
length Variant.clone content
chr1 20021850 20021858 9 Pinot/blanc Ty15copia
chr3 5149952 5150079 53 Pinot/blanc Ty35gypsy
chr3 4652170 4652227 12 Pinot/Meunier Ty15copia
chr3 5537013 5537286 58 Pinot/Meunier Ty15copia
chr8 8409504 8409565 5 Pinot/blanc Ty15copia
chr12 18113514 18113566 128 Pinot/Meunier NA
chr14 3321677 3321741 116 Pinot/blanc Ty35gypsy
chr14 22419360 22419373 147 Pinot/blanc Ty15copia
chr17 2057407 2057418 67 Pinot/Meunier Retrovirus
chr1 903759 903811 53 Sangiovese/R24 Ty35gypsy
chr12 8519666 8519674 9 Sangiovese/R24 NA





for! gaps! in! order! to! permit! reads! to! span! exons! and! discover! novel! transcripts!
(Table& 5).! As! a! result! of! this! process,! for! leaf! transcriptome,! 30,759! genes! were!
tested! for! differential! expression! in! the! comparison! of! ‘Pinot’! clones,! and! 30,006!
genes! in! the! comparison! of! ‘Sangiovese’! clones.! For! ‘Sangiovese’! berry!











Figure&18& a!Tissues!harvested! for!RNAseq!analysis!of! ‘Pinot’!clones!and! ‘Sangiovese’!
clones.!Three!biological!replicates!were!sampled!from!three!vegetatively!propagated!
plants! per! clone! planted! along! the! raw! in! the! vineyard! net! to! each! other.! Each!
biological! replicate!was!separately!processed!during!the!all!procedure.! (A)!Each! leaf!
tissue!replicate!consists!of!a!mixture!of!the!most!distal!leaves!along!the!shoot.!Berries!













1. ‘Pinot! blanc’,! ‘Pinot! gris’! and! ‘Pinot! Meunier’! all! arose! from! independent!
mutations!of! ‘Pinot!noir’.!Under!this!hypothesis,!the!mutation! in!one!clone!














compared! to! two! other! clones,! and! the! same! clone! displays! significant!
downaregulation! for! the! same!gene!or!a! cluster!of!genes! in! comparison! to!
the!fourth!clone.!A!total!of!88!genes!displayed!this!expression!profile.!
In! addition! to! these! categories! of! expression! profiles,! genes! that! appeared! as!
differentially! expressed! in! a! single! pairwise! comparison! or! in! all! six! pairwise!
comparisons! were! classified! as! false! positives.! Approximately! 70%! of! the!
Pinot&blanc Pinot&gris Pinot&Meunier Pinot&noir
Pinot&blanc 1 823 2232 825
Pinot&gris 1 1 821 219
Pinot&Meunier 1 1 1 1598
Pinot&noir 1 1 1 1
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expression! in! pairwise! comparisons.! The! scenario! 3! is! expected! to! appear! if! two!
successive!somatic!mutations!occur!to!the!same!coding!region!(for!instance,!insertion!
and! partial! excision! of! a! transposable! element).! In! the! tables:! PB=’Pinot! blanc’,!
PG=’Pinot!gris’,!PM=’Pinot!Meunier’,!PN=’Pinot!noir’.!
In! order! to! summarise! by! category! the! genes! that! are! differentially! expressed!










of! catalytic! activity! and! binding! (Table& 8)! and! in! the! biological! processes! of!
metabolic!(Table&9)!and!cellular!processes!(Table&10).!








were!displayed!onto!diagrams!of!metabolic! pathways.! Compared! to! the! ancestral!
genes % genes % genes % genes %
catalytic,activity 101 45% 4 36% 204 50% 13 33%
binding 95 43% 4 36% 158 39% 24 62%
transporter,activity 14 6% 2 18% 21 5% 2 5%
transcription,factor,activity 5 2% + 17 4% +
enzyme,regulator,activity 5 2% + 4 1% +
receptor,activity 2 1% 1 9% 2 1% +
molecular,transducer,activity 1 0% + 3 0% +
Pinot2blanc Pinot2gris Pinot2Meunier Pinot2noir
genes % genes % genes % genes %
metabolic.process 110 25% 4 17% 218 27% 26 45%
cellular.process 105 24% 5 22% 177 22% 22 38%
response.to.stimulus 60 14% 3 13% 133 17% 3 5%
localization 34 8% 2 9% 51 6% 7 12%
biological.regulation 26 6% 1 4% 31 4% ,
developmental.process 20 5% 3 13% 49 6% ,
multicellular.organismal.process 19 4% , 47 6% ,
signaling 17 4% 1 4% 29 4% ,
cellular.component.organization 14 3% 1 4% 24 3% ,
reproduction 12 3% 2 9% 19 2% ,
death 8 2% , 7 1% ,
growth 5 1% 1 4% 15 2% ,
multi7organism.process 3 1% , 5 1% ,
Pinot2blanc Pinot2gris Pinot2Meunier Pinot2noir
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state! of! ‘Pinot! noir’,! genes! associated! with! secondary! metabolism,! light! reaction!
and!Calvin!cycle!were!downaregulated! in! leaves!of! ‘Pinot!blanc’! (Figure&20);!genes!
associated!with!secondary!metabolism!were!uparegulated!in!‘Pinot!gris’!(Figure&21);!
flavonoid! genes! were! downaregulated! and! phenylpropanoid! genes! were! upa
regulated!in!‘Pinot!Meunier’!(Figure&22).!
!











Figure& 22! –! Metabolism! overview! of! the! genes! differentially! expressed! between!
‘Pinot!Meunier’! and! ‘Pinot! noir’! leaves.! The! heat!map! indicates! overaexpression! in!
‘Pinot!Meunier’!(red)!or!‘Pinot!noir’!(blue).!
Focusing! on! genes! associated! with! secondary! metabolism! (Figure& 22),! genes!
involved! in!the!synthesis!of!chalcones,! lignin,!and! lignans!were!consistently!downa
regulated! in! leaves!of! ‘Pinot!blanc’.!Genes! involved! in! the! synthesis!of! terpenoids!
were! highly! uparegulated! in! ‘Pinot! gris’,! along! with! a! few! other! involved! in!
phenylpropanoid! and! simple! phenols! biosynthesis.!Most! of! the! genes! involved! in!






Figure& 23& –! Overview!of! the! genes! involved! in! secondary!metabolism! and!differentially! expressed!
among!‘Pinot’!clones.!The!heat!map!indicates!overaexpression!in!the!somatic!variant!(red)!or!in!the!
wildatype!‘Pinot!noir’!(blue).!








10).! The! complete! list! of! these! genes! is! given! in! Supplementary! File! ‘Expression!










genes! differentially! expressed! in! the! berry! (Figure& 24).! In! berries! at! the! stage! 2!















































leaf 36 14 22
berry-stage1 704 381 323
berry-stage2 103 88 14
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VCR23’! were! displayed! onto! diagrams! of! pathways! of! secondary! metabolism,! a!
group!of!genes!involved!in!chalcone!biosynthesis!were!consistently!uparegulated!in!
berries! of! ‘Sangiovese! R24’! collected! two!weeks! after! fruit! set.! Another! group! of!
genes! for! simple! phenols,! phenylpropanoid,! lignin! and! lignin! biosynthesis! were!
slightly!downaregulated!in!berries!of!‘Sangiovese!R24’!collected!at!the!same!stage!of!
sampling.!In!berries!collected!after!the!inception!of!ripening,!a!few!genes!involved!















leaves.! The! heat!map! indicates! overaexpression! in! ‘Sangiovese! R24’! (red)! or! ‘Sangiovese! VCR23’!
(blue).!
IV.4.3.1 Differential) expression) versus) chromosomal) location) of) SNP) detected)
between)‘Sangiovese’)clones)
The! chromosomal! location! of! the! differentially! expressed! genes! between!
‘Sangiovese’!clones!was!compared!with!the! location!of!the!SNP!variants! identified!
by! DNA! sequencing,! in! order! to! check! if! any! SNP! located! upastream! of! a! coding!
sequence!might! have! affected! gene! expression.! The! only! case! of! physical! vicinity!






at! chr19:22,163,197..22,166,698,! some! 10! kbp! downstream! of! the! SNP!








al.! 2006),! where! vegetative! reproduction! is! used! to! propagate! new! interesting!
phenotypes,! somatic! variation! is! very! important! for! genetic! improvement! and!
represents! a! valuable! source! of! heritable!mutation.! Clonal! somatic! variation!may!
involve! a! variety! of! events! such! activation! of! transposable! elements,! variation! in!
sequence! copy! number,! alteration! in! chromosome! number! and! structure,! gene!
mutation,!somatic!crossingaover,!sister!chromatid!exchange,!deletion!and!change!in!
methylation! pattern.! Somatic! variation! can! be! detected! using! a! wide! range! of!
techniques!having!their!own!strengths!and!limitations.!Until!now,!previous!studies!
in!clonal!diversity!in!grapevine!mainly!focused!on!SSRs!and!AFLP!markers!(Riaz!et%al.%
2002,! Hocquigny! et% al.% 2004).! Although! SSRs! markers! can! be! very! helpful! to!
distinguish!grapevine!cultivars,!Imazio!et!al.!showed!that!SSRs!were!not!a!powerful!
tool! for! clonal! distinction! of! V.vinifera! 'Traminer'! (Imazio! et% al.! 2002)! and!
Schellenbaum!et%al.!demonstrated!that!microsatellites!are!not!helpful!either!for!the!
detection! of! clones! for! a! specific! grapevine! cultivar! or! for! the! detection! of!
somaclonal! variation! arising! from! tissue! culture! in! V.vinifera! (Schellenbaum!et% al.!
2008).! Moreover,! AFLP! markers! offer! the! possibility! to! distinguish! somatic!
mutations,!but!enabled!only!limited!identification!of!clones!(Stenkamp!et!al!2009).!!
In! spite! of! the! relevance! of! somatic! variation,! of! the! large! number! of! available!
assays! and! of! the! high! number! of! recent! publications,! little! is! known! about! the!
genetic! and! epigenetic! mechanisms! causing! this! variation.! For! this! reason,! a!





In! clonal! identification! a! goal! has! to! be! fulfilled:! markers! should! provide! a! high!
discrimination! power! and! they! have! to! be! stable,! meaning! that! they! produce!
consistent! and! repeatable! results.! Although! ! single! nucleotide! mutations! have! a!
quite! low! mutation! rate! when! compared! with! microsatellites,! they! have! been!
identified! to! be! potential! markers! to! study! clonal! diversity! (Cabezas! et! al! 2011,!





pipeline! that! limits! the! number! of! false! positive! SNPs! to! a! point! that! currently!
represents! an! acceptable! compromise! between! stringency! and! looseness.! Higher!
stringency! filters!out!chromosomal!positions!where! low!coverage! (sampling!error)!
and!paralogy!lead!to!false!positive!heterozygous!variants!with!one!of!the!two!alleles!
having! a! frequency!much! lower! than! 0.50,! but! it!would! also! cause! false! negative!
(true!variants)!chimerical!heterozygous!variants!to!be!removed.!We!demonstrated!
that!a!known!somatic!variant!present!in!chimerical!homozygous/heterozygous!state!




scores.!The!allele! ratio!of!0.23! for! the!known!mutation! falls! short!of! the! range!of!
variation! expected! for! heterozygous! SNPs! with! high! coverage,! but! it! is! hardly!
distinguishable! from! false! positive! SNPs! with! similar! allele! ratio! even! after! the!








inspection!of! the! read!alignments.! In!a! similar!way!as! it!occurred!between! ‘Pinot’!
clones,! false! positives! between! clones! of! ‘Sangiovese’! were! due! to! incomplete!
filtering!in!either!clone!of!positions!corresponding!to!misaaligned!reads.!The!depth!
of! genome! coverage! seems! to! be! a! key! factor! for! reducing! the! number! of! these!
positive!variants.!!
V.2 Structural&variants&in&somatic&mutants&
The! detection! of! structural! variants! is! of! particular! importance! to! characterize!
somatic!clones!since!in!tissue!cultured!cells,!the!predominant!type!of!variation!is!the!
result! of! changes! in! chromosome! structure,! such! a! chromosome!breakage! and! in!
some! instances,! subsequent! exchange! or! fusion! of! fragments! (Lee! and! Phillips!
1988).!
By!using!a!depth!of!coverage!(DOC)!approach!to! investigate!copy!number!variants!
larger! than! 25! kbp,! we! were! able! to! detect! only! the! known! somatic! deletion! in!
‘Pinot! blanc’! on! chr2:14,149,000..14,250,000! when! compared! to! ‘Pinot! Meunier’!
(Vezzulli!et%al.,!2012).!Although!DOC!signature!shows!21!putative!somatic!events!(>!
25! kbp)! where! ‘Pinot! Meunier’! has! lower! copy! number! in! comparison! to! ‘Pinot!
blanc’,!the!localization!in!the!genome!around!putative!centromeric!region,!and!the!
high!degree!of!repetitiveness!of!the!involved!sequences,!suggest!that!these!regions!
are! particular! critical! for! the! alignment! step.! The! comparison! of! PEM! signature!
results! revealed! 11! putative! deletions! smaller! than! 25kbp! in! ‘Pinot! blanc’,! 19! in!
‘Pinot!gris’,!15!in!‘Pinot!Meunier’,!and!5!in!‘Pinot!noir’!as!unique!to!each!clone!and!
not!shared!with!set!of!20!varieties!of!Vitis%vinifera!analysed!with!the!same!pipeline.!
Since! the! coverage! of! uniquely! paired! sequences! that! were! mapped! onto! the!
reference!genome!is!twoafold!higher!in!‘Sangiovese!R24’!than!in!the!other!clone,!we!
focused! the! analysis! of! structural! variants! on! those! that! were! detected! only! in!
‘Sangiovese! VCR23’.! Indeed,! since! the! analysis! involves! the! detection! of! rare!





positives!not! showing! any!evidence!of! somatic! deletion.!On! the!other!hand,! PEM!
algorithm!identified!seven!putative!deletions!events!in!‘Sangiovese!VCR23’!that!are!
cloneaspecific!and!not!shared!with!the!set!of!deletions!in!20!varieties!of!Vitis%vinifera%




that! for! the! detection! of! deletions! (Pinosio! S.! 2012),! these! candidates! require!
careful! validation.! Although! we! identified! smallaacquired! deletions! in! ‘Pinot’! and!
‘Sangiovese’!clones!by!using!a!paired!end!strategy,!we!were!not!able!to!characterize!
to! the! base! level! structural! variation! events.! Despite! the! whole! genome! power!
detection! and! the! advantages! of! NGS,! none! of! the! described! computational!
approaches! to! discover! structural! variation! using! sequencing! is! comprehensive.!
Even! if! different! algorithms!are! applied! to! the! same!genome!mapping! samples,! a!
significant! fraction! of! the! validated! variants! remains! unique! to! a! particular!
approach.! Even! though! depth! of! coverage! approach! was! accurate! in! predicting!
deletions! events,! the! breakpoint! resolution! is! poor! and! still! needs! to! be!
investigated.! Instead,!Paired!End!Mapping!algorithm!revealed! to!be!powerful,!but!







correct! genomic! location.! A! significant! amount! of! information! is! lost! as! a!
consequence! of! the! resistance! of! structural! variants! to! proper! assembly,!




excluded! from! the! investigation! of! somatic! point! or! structural!mutations! since! in!
those!portions!reads!are!ambiguously!placed!or!there!are!an!unexpectedly!high!or!
low!numbers! of! aligned! reads.! Furthermore,! sequencing! and! resequencing! of! the!
grapevine! genome! revealed! a! highly! repetitive! genome! (Jaillon! et% al.,% 2007)!




SNP! detection! among! ‘Pinot!Meunier’! and! ‘Traminer’! and! the! false! positive! SNPs!
revealed! by! PCR! amplification! and! resequencing! even! after! all! the! filtering! steps,!
showed! that! there! is! still! a!need! to!define!a!precise!genomic!portion! that! can!be!
interrogated!as!‘accessible!genome’!to!reduce!falseapositive!detections.!
V.3 Transcriptional&differences&among&clones&
More! than! 30,000! genes!were! expressed! in! all! clones! of! both! varieties.! The! vast!
majority! of! the! predicted! genes! in! the! grapevine! genome! was! transcribed! at!
detectable! levels! in! all! organs! and! stages! of! development! investigated! (leaves,!
berries!before!ripening,!and!berries!at!the!inception!of!ripening).!
Under! the! same! experimental! conditions,! leaf! transcriptomes! were! much! more!
variable! in!pairwise!comparisons!between! ‘Pinot’!clones! than!between!the!pair!of!
clones! investigated! in! ‘Sangiovese’.!This!parallels!the! lower! level!of!DNA!sequence!
differences! identified! among! the! two! ‘Sangiovese’! clones! than! among! the! Pinot!





the! organaspecific! expression! of! MybA! genes! –! contained! in! the! chromosomal!
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region! involved! in! the! somatic!deletions!of! ‘Pinot!blanc’!and! ‘Pinot!gris’!–! impairs!
anthocyanin!biosynthesis!and!causes!perturbation!to!the!whole!flavonoid!pathway!
(Hocquigny!et%al.!2004;!Walker!et%al.!2006;!Yakushiji!et%al.!2006).!We!showed!that!
the! transcriptome! associated! with! secondary! metabolism! is! also! altered! in! the!
leaves.!
Between! the! clones! of! ‘Sangiovese’,! the!widest! differentiation! in! terms! of! global!
transcriptome! was! detected! in! berries! collected! two! weeks! after! fruit! set.! This!
developmental! stage! precedes! the! inception! of! sugar! accumulation! and! fruit!





the! phenylpropanoid! pathway,! while! condensed! tannins! are! formed! from!
phenylpropanoid! precursors! that! enter! the! flavonoid! pathway! through! their!
conversion! into! chalcones.! Among! the! genes! differentially! expressed! between!
‘Sangiovese’!clones!in!berries!collected!two!weeks!after!fruit!set,!we!found!several!
genes! of! the! phenylpropanoid! and! simple! phenols! pathways! expressed! at! higher!
levels!in!‘Sangiovese!VCR23’!and!several!genes!of!the!flavonoid!pathway!leading!to!
the!synthesis!of!chalcones!expressed!at!higher!level! in!‘Sangiovese!R24’.! In!berries!
collected! after! the! inception! of! veraison,! a! few! genes! involved! in! secondary!
metabolism!were!differentially!expressed!between!the!two!clones,!except!for!a!few!
genes! involved! in! the! synthesis! of! dihydroflavonols,! which! were! more! highly!
expressed!in!‘Sangiovese!R24’.!Dihydroflavonols!are!important!intermediates!in!the!




VI  Conclusions 
In!this!thesis!we!described!the!identification!of!molecular!polymorphisms!generated!
and!sometime!selected!during!vegetative!propagation!at!the!wholeagenome!scale.!






evidence! of! a! relationship! between! the! confirmed!mutations! and! the! phenotypic!
differences!observed!in!the!field.!Mutations!that!have!occurred!in!the!regions!that!
have!not!been!accessible!to!us!may!be!those!relevant!for!the!phenotypic!differences!
but!we! cannot! rule! out! the! possibility! that! such! differences!may! result! not! from!
genetic! but! from!epigenetic! variation.!We!have!been! able! to!detect!with! a! single!
base!resolution!a!large!heterozygous!deletion!that!is!responsible!for!the!appearance!
of!white!berries!in!‘Pinot!Blanc’!and!also!the!already!described!point!mutation!in!the!
GAI1! gene! of! ‘Pinot! Meunier’.! The! importance! of! the! newly! defined! somatic!
mutations!between!’Pinot’!clones!for!the!phenotypic!differences!among!them!is!not!
yet!known!and!needs!more!investigation.!Additional!analyses!are!now!underway!in!




VII Materials and Methods 
VII.1 Plant&material&
Leaf! tissues! for! DNA! and! RNA! extraction! were! sampled! from! mother! stocks! of!
certified! clones,! held! at! the!experimental! station!CASA40!of! the!Vivai! Cooperativi!
Rauscedo,! Italy.! The! certified! clones! were! ‘Pinot! Blanc! R5’,! ‘Pinot! gris! R6’,! ‘Pinot!
Meunier’,! ‘Pinot! noir! VCR18’,! ‘Sangiovese! R24’,! and! ‘Sangiovese! VCR23’.! Leaves!
were!ground!in!liquid!nitrogen!before!proceeding!with!DNA/RNA!extraction.!
Pollen!grains!for!DNA!extraction!and!SNP!validation!assay!were!collected!from!the!
same! plants! selected! for! sampling! ‘Sangiovese! R24’! and! ‘Sangiovese! VCR23’! leaf!
green!material!and!ground!with!tissuelyser.!!
For! leaf! transcriptome!analysis,!we!used!three!biological! replicates.!Each!replicate!
was!sampled!from!three!vegetatively!propagated!plants!per!clone!planted!along!the!
















in! a! row.! Intact! frozen! berries! were! ground! in! liquid! nitrogen.! Powdered! berries!
contained!skin,!flesh,!and!seed!tissues.!
VII.2 DNAQseq&
DNA! was! extracted! from! nuclei! and! fragmented! following! the! Illumina! library!
preparation!protocol.!!
For!‘Sangiovese’!clones,!DNA!was!size!selected!by!gel!electrophoresis!in!the!interval!
of! 150a350! bp! and! 400a700! bp.! For! each! clone,! two! libraries! with! fragments! of!
different!size!were!prepared!separately!and!run!on!a! Illumina!Genome!Analyzer! II!
(GAII)! (smallasize! fragments)! and! a! Illumina! Hiseq2000! platform! (smallasize!
fragments).! Pairedaend! reads!were! obtained! from! both! termini! of! the! fragments,!
and!the!reads!were!75!bp!long!from!the!GAII!100!bp!long!from!the!Hiseq2000.!
For!‘Pinot!blanc’!and!‘Pinot!Meunier’,!DNA!was!size!selected!by!gel!electrophoresis!
in! the! intervals!of! 400a600!bp!and!400a700!bp.! For!each! clone,! two! libraries!with!










The!raw!reads!were!processed! for!adapter! removal,!quality! trimming!and! filtering!
for!organelle!DNA!and!duplicates.!Postaprocessed!pairedaend!reads!longer!than!50!
bp!were!aligned! to! the! reference!genome!of!PN40024!using!BWA! (Li! and!Durbin,!
2009)! with! default! parameters.! Local! realignment! around! indels! was! performed!










DNAcopy! and! the! average! log2! ratio! of! the! number! of! reads!mapped! from! each!
individual!was! given! to! the!element.! Pairedaend!mapping!was!used! to! investigate!
small! size! deletions! using! BreakDancerMax.! A! custom! pipeline! developed! at!
Institute! of! Applied! Genomics! was! use! for! the! detection! of! the! insertions! with!
respect! to! Vitis% vinifera% PN40024% reference! sequence.! The! pipeline! detects! the!
insertions!resulting!from!known!DNA!elements,!such!as!transposable!elements;!it!is!
composed! by! three! main! steps:! i)! Putative! insertions! are! recognized! by! the!
presence!of! singletons!divided! into! two!groups!with!opposite!orientation!pointing!
toward! the! putative! site! of! insertion;! their!mates! are! expected! to! be! unmapped!
because! they! derive! from! the! inserted! sequence;! ii)! the! unaligned! mates! of! the!
singletons! are! de% novo! assembled! to! reconstruct! the! two! ends! (‘forward’! and!
‘reverse’)!of!the!putatively!inserted!sequence;!iii)!to!characterize!the!whole!inserted!





The!DNA!samples! collected! from! leaves!were! the! same!used! for!NGS!sequencing.!
Genomic!DNA!was!extracted!from!‘Sangiovese’!pollen!with!PowerPlant!®!PRO!DNA!




Primer! design! was! implemented! with! Primer3Plus! software! (Untergasser! et! al.,!
2007)!based!on!PN40024!genomic!sequence!(Jaillon!et%al.,!2007).!Flanking!regions!
are! between! 300! bp! and! 500! bp! long.! Each! couple! of! primers!matches! uniquely!
against!reference!genome!PN40024!and!we!guarantee!the!absence!of!SNP!or!INDEL!







followed! by! a! final! extension! of! 7! minute! at! 72°C.! PCR! purified! products! were!
sequenced!on!ABI3730xl!instrument!according!the!manufacturer!standard!method,!





An! amount! of! 2μg! of! total! RNA! was! used! for! library! preparation! following! the!
Illumina! library!preparation!protocol! TrueSeq! v2.0.! RNA!was! fragmented! into!500!
bp!fragments!and!mRNA!was!purified!twice!using!polyaT!beads.!One!library!for!each!
biological!replicate!was!prepared,!indexed!and!then!4!libraries!were!multiplexed!in!
in! a! single! Illumina! lane.! For! ‘Pinot’! transcriptomes,! 50abp! singleaend! reads!were!
obtained! using! a! Illumina! Hiseq2000! platform.! For! ‘Sangiovese’! transcriptomes,!
pairedaend!reads!were!obtained!from!both!termini!of!the!fragments,!and!each!read!
was!100!bp!long.!!
The!raw!reads!were!processed! for!adapter! removal,!quality! trimming!and! filtering!





to! report! only! the! alignment! with! the! best! alignment! score.! The! estimation! of!
transcript! abundance! and! tests! for! differential! expression! among! clones! were!
performed! using! Cufflinks! version! 2.0.2! (Trapnell! et! al.! 2012).! Significance! of! the!
difference!among!clones!was!calculated!in!a!multiasample!run!using!three!biological!
replicates! per! clone/tissue/sampling! date.! Differentially! expressed! genes! were!
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